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#10 Summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the Teaching Fellow. In what ways was their teaching effective and

in what ways could their teaching be improved?

Respondent Answer

1521545
Colin was an excellent TF, perhaps one of the best I have ever encountered at Yale. His knowledge about Japanese history and politics, on

top of his skill at leading conversations and exciting students about the topics, saved the course when things seemed to be falling apart.

1522327 Colin was a great presence in and out of the classroom: highly knowledgable, and highly approachable.

1540517 Colin was a great TA who helped engage the class and provided invaluable help on most of my assignments.

1543487 Colin is awesome

1543728 Passionate and always engaged

1544121
- extremely knowledgeable on the course subjects - helpful and kind to students - great facilitator of class discussion - wonderful Teaching

Fellow, would recommend to other students

1544197 Colin was very helpful and also friendly and fun. I really appreciated the enthusiasm he brought. Oh and when we got snacks!

1544396 Super helpful and always willing to help!

1546991 Colin was very helpful and kind in giving feedback and lending his knowledge.

1550701
Colin was very cogent and helpful in class, and explained things in a very clear and engaging way. I wish we had more of Colin in class and

his project on Japans soft power sounded very interesting.

1550881

Colin was a very funny and energetic lecturer, and I enjoyed his teaching a lot. I especially liked the fact that he always added up some

background knowledge to what Dr. Rosenbluth/Dr. Kato was teaching. My only suggestion is similar to what I gave to Dr. Kato: making this

course more informational by teaching more and give less time to discussion time.
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#11 What is your overall assessment of the Teaching Fellow?

Average and Standard Deviation

Question Average Dept Div School

4.9 ±0.4 4.5 ±0.8 4.1 ±1.1 4.2 ±1.0

Choice Label Counts

poor 0

fair 0

good 0

very good 3

excellent 18




